To Protect the Shield: Combatting Domestic Violence in the NFL
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“It’s been a year like no other,” said New York Giants owner John Mara, as the 2014-2015 NFL season drew to a close.1 As the delirious fans in Buffalo celebrated the purchase of the Bills franchise by the Pegula family,2 Cleveland debated the performance of “Johnny Football,”3 and a previously unknown running back made Patriots and NFL history with a 200-yard game,4 media coverage of the NFL was dominated by some of the most ugly off-field incidents in the League’s history. This Article will examine the most significant of these incidents, involving NFL players Ray Rice, Ray McDonald, Adrian Peterson, Jonathan Dwyer, and Greg Hardy. Ironically, as this piece is published, former New England Patriots Pro Bowler, Aaron Hernandez, is the defendant in a murder trial, and may well face a second murder charge due to evidence uncovered during the
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prosecution of the first case. The reaction of the media, teams, and NFL sponsors to the NFL’s treatment of these events will be examined for the impact upon the NFL brand. Next, this Article will detail the actions of the National Football League Players’ Association (“NFLPA”) in response to the NFL’s efforts to protect its brand through disciplinary procedures. The NFL brand will be compared to The Disney Look, a highly effective international entertainment image which is also implemented in a collectively bargained environment. Finally, this Article concludes that the NFL and NFLPA can best protect the NFL brand and ensure its continued success by instituting swift, comprehensive, and substantial disciplinary measures in conjunction with scrupulous adherence to detailed, impartial due process procedures for each alleged incident and any and all appeals.

I. THE EVENTS OF 2014

A. Ray Rice and Domestic Violence

The unlikely kickoff for the nightmare season was, ironically, Valentine’s Day weekend, 2014. Ray Rice, a talented Baltimore Ravens running back and franchise icon, celebrated the holiday with his then-fiancée, Janay Palmer, at a New Jersey casino complex. After consuming a considerable amount of alcohol, the couple entered an elevator in the adjoining hotel while arguing. As the dispute became more heated, Ms. Palmer spilled at Mr. Rice, allegedly.
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who responded with a left hook, which, it was ultimately determined, knocked Ms. Palmer out. The initial video of the incident shows Mr. Rice attempting to drag Ms. Palmer’s inert body out of the elevator as it opens, then dropping her unceremoniously on the floor. Both Ms. Palmer and Mr. Rice were arrested, but the charges against Ms. Palmer were dropped. Mr. Rice was indicted by an Atlantic City Grand Jury for third degree aggravated assault on March 27, 2014. The couple was married the next day.

Ultimately, Mr. Rice pled not guilty to the charge and was accepted into a diversionary program for first-time offenders, with the potential to have the charges cleared after a year. Approximately three months later, NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell suspended Mr. Rice for two games after meeting with Mr. and Mrs. Rice in New York.

Significantly, the Commissioner never addressed the disciplinary issue with the media until the NFL Hall of Fame ceremonies in Canton, Ohio, a week after imposing the suspension. The only official acknowledgment was a press conference by the Ravens on May 23, 2014, three weeks after Mr. Rice was accepted into the diversionary program. During that press conference, a live tweet read: “Janay Rice
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says she deeply regrets the role that she played the night of the incident[,]”20 unleashing a firestorm of protest from advocates for victims of domestic violence.

The Commissioner’s remarks at the Hall of Fame induction ceremony did not put out the fire. Rather, by late August it became clear that the two-game suspension was fanning the flames of controversy.21 In response, Commissioner Goodell took the unprecedented step of issuing a public apology:

My disciplinary decision led the public to question our sincerity, our commitment, and whether we understood the toll that domestic violence inflicts on so many families. I take responsibility both for the decision and for ensuring that our actions in the future properly reflect our values. I didn’t get it right. Simply put, we have to do better. And we will.22

The Commissioner also announced a new, revised Personal Conduct Policy with substantially harsher penalties for incidents of domestic violence. A first offense results in a six-game suspension, and a lifetime ban is imposed for a second offense.23 Significantly, the Commissioner stated:

The public response reinforced my belief that the NFL is held to a higher standard, and properly so. Much of the criticism stemmed from a fundamental recognition that the NFL is a leader, that we do stand for important values, and that we can project those values in ways that have a positive impact beyond professional football. We embrace this role and the responsibility that comes with it.24

What appeared to be the beginning of a new era in NFL discipline was short-lived, however. Ray McDonald, a
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defensive end for the San Francisco 49ers, was arrested on August 31, 2014, on felony domestic violence charges.\textsuperscript{25} Although the charges were ultimately dropped due to conflicting stories and a lack of cooperation from McDonald's fiancée, the investigation revealed that police had been called for at least one similar incident at the McDonald home three months earlier.\textsuperscript{26} Inexplicably, although Commissioner Goodell indicated that McDonald would be subject to the newly announced policy, McDonald continued to play while Ray Rice, Adrian Peterson, and Jonathan Dwyer did not.\textsuperscript{27} As a result of McDonald's arrest, the 49ers held the dubious distinction of having the most players arrested (ten) over the course of the last two years.\textsuperscript{28}

Then, on September 8, 2014, less than two weeks after the announcement of the revised Personal Conduct Policy, TMZ released video footage that was taken inside the elevator, which clearly showed Ray Rice punching Janay Palmer in the face, knocking her unconscious.\textsuperscript{29} The NFL immediately suspended Mr. Rice indefinitely, claiming that Mr. Rice had misled the Commissioner about the nature of the incident, and the Ravens terminated his contract.\textsuperscript{30} President Barack Obama and Maryland Governor Martin O'Malley both issued statements condemning the actions depicted in the TMZ video.\textsuperscript{31} Amid widespread outrage over
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the brutal nature of the attack, a contentious debate ensued over whether NFL officials had access to the second video prior to issuing the two-game suspension. In response, the NFL appointed former FBI Director, Robert S. Mueller, III, to conduct an independent investigation into the matter. Mr. Mueller concluded there was no evidence that the NFL had received the second video prior to suspending Mr. Rice the first time, but also noted that the NFL “should have done more with the information it had, . . . and should have taken additional steps to obtain all available information about the February 15 incident.” Of note, Mr. Mueller’s appointment as independent investigator also gave rise to criticism because of connections between Mr. Mueller’s law firm and the NFL.

Meanwhile, the NFLPA promptly appealed Mr. Rice’s suspension by the Commissioner, and shortly after that, Rice filed a grievance for wrongful termination by the Ravens. The NFLPA requested a neutral arbitrator for the suspension appeal, citing the involvement of the
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Commissioner in the lengthy, involved disciplinary process. Former U.S. District Judge Barbara S. Jones heard the appeal, and overturned the indefinite suspension as an abuse of the Commissioner’s discretion. Judge Jones noted that there was no evidence to suggest that Mr. Rice had intentionally deceived the NFL about what had happened in the elevator. Mr. Rice’s grievance hearing against the Ravens was scheduled for January 15 and 16, 2015, but was settled just prior to the hearing for $1,550,000—approximately half of the $3,529,000 he was seeking.

B. Adrian Peterson and Child Abuse

On May 18, 2014, in Montgomery, Texas, Adrian Peterson, an All-Pro running back for the Minnesota Vikings, disciplined his four-year-old-son by using a “switch” on the boy’s back, legs, and genitals. When the child returned home to his mother in Minnesota and was taken to a routine medical appointment, the physician deemed the injuries consistent with child abuse. Consequently, on September 38.
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12, 2014, Mr. Peterson was indicted in Texas on charges of recklessly or negligently causing injury to a child. Less than an hour later, the Minnesota Vikings deactivated Mr. Peterson for the game that weekend against the New England Patriots. Mr. Peterson surrendered to authorities and was released on bail. That Sunday, September 14, 2014, Cris Carter, NFL Hall of Fame member and ESPN analyst, made an impassioned plea to the Vikings ownership to keep Peterson off the field indefinitely. On Monday, September 15, 2014, Mr. Peterson issued a statement explaining his actions, and the Vikings reinstated Mr. Peterson, characterizing the incident as the “disciplining [of] a child.”

Vikings and NFL sponsors reacted immediately. Carlson Hotels, parent company of Radisson, suspended its sponsorship of the Vikings, with a strongly worded statement: “Radisson takes this matter very seriously particularly in light of our long-standing commitment to the protection of children. We are closely following the situation and effective immediately, Radisson is suspending its limited sponsorship of the Minnesota Vikings while we evaluate the facts and circumstances.”

The Radisson logo had been on the backdrop to the podium where Peterson’s reinstatement was announced.
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Other sponsors quickly took action. The University of Minnesota Health announced it was re-evaluating its partnership with the team, while local Nike stores stopped selling Peterson jerseys.\(^52\) Meanwhile, Peterson lost several individual sponsors, as Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton and Minnesota U.S. Senator Al Franken both called for Peterson’s suspension.\(^53\) McDonald’s, Campbell’s Soup, and, most notably, premier NFL sponsor Anheuser-Busch, all issued statements condemning domestic violence and child abuse, and expressed concern about the League’s treatment of the issues.\(^54\) Notably, on the same day, the NFLPA filed an appeal of Ray Rice’s suspension.\(^55\)

In retrospect, Vikings owners Zygi and Mark Wilf probably should have anticipated the overwhelming backlash to Mr. Peterson’s reinstatement. The firestorm of controversy that had been swirling about the NFL due to the Ray Rice matter was still at a boiling point. The Peterson arrest added more fuel to a growing maelstrom of public repulsion for the image of overly privileged, fabulously wealthy athletes who acted as if they were above any common standards of law and moral decency. As Peterson dismissed the beating of his child as a “whooping,” which Peterson claimed to be a common form of discipline in East Texas when he was a child,\(^56\) the event generated closer scrutiny of Peterson’s personal life, revealing a series of sordid episodes that are distinctly
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inconsistent with the image the Vikings, the NFL, and their respective sponsors seek to project. 57

Peterson entered a no-contest plea to a misdemeanor charge on November 4, 2014, under a plea deal resulting in a $4,000 fine and eighty hours of community service. 58 On November 10, 2014, the NFLPA filed an expedited non-injury grievance seeking Peterson’s reinstatement. 59 The NFL suspended Peterson for the remainder of the season on November 18, 2014, and Arbitrator Shyam Das upheld the League’s right to keep Peterson on the Exempt List pending the appeal. 60 NFL Appeals Officer Harold Henderson upheld the suspension on December 12, 2014, leaving Peterson eligible for reinstatement in April 2015. 61 The NFLPA promptly filed suit against the NFL in federal district court in Minnesota, alleging that the arbitration decision lacked fundamental fairness and was rendered by a biased party. 62 On February 26, 2015, Judge David S. Doty vacated the arbitration award, overturning Peterson’s suspension. The NFL promptly appealed. 63
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C. Jonathan Dwyer, Greg Hardy, and Domestic Violence

The NFL’s “worst week ever” continued on September 17, 2014, with the arrest of Arizona Cardinals running back Jonathan Dwyer for two incidents of domestic violence against his wife in July. According to a police report, Mr. Dwyer head-butted his wife, breaking her nose, after she refused to have sex with him. Police were called by neighbors, but when they arrived Mrs. Dwyer told them that she had been having an argument on the phone with a relative, and that only she and her son were at home. The following day, Mr. Dwyer punched his wife in the face, punched a wall, and then threw a shoe, striking their seventeen-month-old son in the stomach. Later, Mrs. Dwyer admitted that she had fled the home following the first incident, but returned when Mr. Dwyer texted her a picture of a knife and threatened to kill himself in front of their son. Mrs. Dwyer also stated that Mr. Dwyer had been at home when the police arrived, but she was afraid and lied about his presence. Mrs. Dwyer was eventually able to leave the state, at which time she reported the domestic violence to the police.

On September 17, 2014, the Cardinals placed Mr. Dwyer on the reserve/non-football illness list. On the same day,
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Carolina Panthers defensive end Greg Hardy agreed to be placed on the Exempt Commissioner’s Permission List, along with Ray Rice and Adrian Peterson. Mr. Hardy appealed his July criminal conviction for two counts of domestic assault and threatening to kill his former girlfriend. The evidence presented at trial revealed another story of substantial intoxication, drug abuse, and excess. As the jury trial was to begin, however, prosecutors were unable to locate the alleged victim, Nicole Holder. The prosecutor informed the court that Ms. Holder had reached a civil settlement with Mr. Hardy—and vanished.

Shortly after the news broke of Jonathan Dwyer’s arrest, the CEO of PepsiCo, Indra Nooyi, addressed the “NFL’s acknowledged mishandling” of the domestic violence and child abuse issues. Pepsi is in the midst of a decade long $1 billion deal as a marketing partner of the League. Ms. Nooyi decried the behavior of Rice, Peterson, and Dwyer as “disgusting, absolutely unacceptable, and completely fly[ing] in the face of the values we at PepsiCo believe in and cherish.” NFL sponsors Bose, Visa, and Verizon issued
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similar statements.\textsuperscript{81} The worst was yet to come. On September 19th, 2014, Procter and Gamble announced that it was dropping its sponsorship of the NFL's annual breast cancer awareness campaign for October 2014.\textsuperscript{82}

II. THE EVOLUTION OF DISCIPLINE UNDER COMMISSIONER ROGER GOODELL

A. Criminal Activity by NFL Players

While the events described above seem to indicate a League of hoodlums, the actual rate of criminal activity in the NFL population since 2000 compared to national averages for men in their age range is actually rather low—at least for some types of crimes.\textsuperscript{83} Unfortunately for the NFL, however, the types of crimes NFL players are most habitually arrested for are domestic violence, gun-related/nonviolent crimes, and sex offenses.\textsuperscript{84} In absolute numbers, USA Today’s NFL Arrest Database shows that driving under the influence, domestic violence, and gun-related offenses are first, second, and third in order of prevalence since 2010.\textsuperscript{85} Moreover, the fact that there is sufficient data to maintain such a database is, in and of itself, a significant problem for a League, which has as its mission “[t]o provide our fans, communities and partners the highest quality sports and entertainment in the world, and to do so in a way that is
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consistent with our values."

Of course, the high profile nature of the League’s players exacerbates the notoriety of the relatively few people engaged in criminal conduct.

B. The 2007 Personal Conduct Policy Revisions

Although 2014 has certainly been the most disastrous year for the League in terms of player disciplinary issues, there have been other seasons with similar challenges. It is no accident that the first revisions to the initial NFL Personal Conduct Policy promulgated in 1997 occurred in 2007 after the new Commissioner suspended Adam “Pacman” Jones, a Tennessee Titans cornerback, for an entire season after he was indicted on felony charges in two separate incidents. At the same time, Goodell suspended Cincinnati Bengals wide receiver Chris Henry for eight games after he was arrested four times in fourteen months. The new policy was announced a month after Chicago Bears defensive lineman Tank Johnson was imprisoned for probation violations—after being allowed a dispensation from house arrest to practice and play in the Super Bowl.

The key difference in the 2007 Personal Conduct Policy was that it did not apply only to players. Therefore, it was not collectively bargained, although the NFLPA was consulted while it was being developed, and then-NFLPA
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Director Gene Upshaw was supportive of the Policy.  Under the 2007 Policy, all “Covered Persons” were required to refrain from “violent and/or criminal activity.” Domestic violence was specifically identified as a violation of the Policy, which applied to all League and team employees and prospective employees. Significantly, the failure to report prohibited conduct was an additional violation that could subject a club to discipline.

Critics noted that the 2007 Policy gave the Commissioner broad powers to act as judge and jury, but unfortunately it did not achieve its objectives. A 2013 analysis revealed that the rate of arrest of NFL players actually increased slightly following implementation of the 2007 Policy—even before the debacle that unfolded in 2014.

C. Discipline of Owner Jim Irsay

An interesting counterpoint developed when Indianapolis Colts owner Jim Irsay pled guilty to driving while under the influence. Commissioner Goodell suspended Irsay for six games and fined him $500,000—the maximum allowable under the NFL Constitution. Some players objected, claiming that the punishment was
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relatively light.\textsuperscript{100} Still, the suspension demonstrated the Commissioner’s intent to hold all “Covered Persons” accountable under the new, revised Personal Conduct Policy that he had revised just the previous month in response to the Ray Rice outcry.

D. NFLPA Reaction to Events of 2014

Nevertheless, the NFLPA continued to resist the Commissioner’s disciplinary actions, appealing the actions taken against Rice and Peterson.\textsuperscript{101} When the NFL announced its review of the Personal Conduct Policy, the Commissioner made the unprecedented statement that “[e]verything is on the table.”\textsuperscript{102} Meetings with the NFLPA in October 2014 were not fruitful, with the NFLPA taking the position that the event was a “bargaining session.”\textsuperscript{103} That tactic was forcefully rejected by the NFL, with Greg Aiello, NFL Senior Vice-President, Communications, citing the decades of precedent for the Commissioner’s authority in disciplinary matters.\textsuperscript{104} Further discussions resulted in a stalemate.\textsuperscript{105} The NFLPA’s primary concerns about the prospective Policy revisions included a concern that all players were viewed as “perpetrators,” and a laundry list of other items, including the unnamed former players who
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would serve as ambassadors under the program. As public consciousness about the domestic violence and child abuse issues among NFL players continued to rise, Senator Jay Rockefeller conducted congressional hearings, which representatives of each of the four major professional leagues and their respective unions were expected to attend. During those hearings, Senator Rockefeller pointedly referenced the NFLPA’s resistance to testifying at the hearing, and cited the “enormous amount of pressure” he felt not to hold the hearing.

E. The 2014 Revised Personal Conduct Policy

In the face of continued NFLPA objections, the revised Personal Conduct Policy, which the Commissioner had promised to issue by the Super Bowl, was unanimously endorsed by the NFL Owners at a meeting on December 10, 2014. The revised Policy was “issued pursuant to the Commissioner’s authority under the [NFL] Constitution and Bylaws to address and sanction conduct detrimental to the league and professional football.” The Policy begins with the statement: “It is a privilege to be part of the National Football League. Everyone who is part of the league must refrain from ‘conduct detrimental to the integrity of and public confidence in’ the NFL.”

Moreover, the Policy specifies that: “It is not enough simply to avoid being found guilty of a crime. We are all held to a higher standard and must conduct ourselves in a way
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that is responsible, promotes the values of the NFL, and is lawful.”111

Consequently, even in the absence of a criminal conviction, conduct prohibited by the Policy will result in discipline.112 The very first description of prohibited conduct includes “dating violence, domestic violence, child abuse, and other forms of family violence.”113 First offenses involving this type of conduct will incur a baseline suspension of six games,114 and a second offense will result in permanent banishment, subject to reinstatement after one year.115 Mitigating factors will be considered, with higher penalties for repeat offenders.116 Counseling and evaluation services are incorporated into the process, addressing one of the NFLPA’s concerns.117 While retaliation or interference with the process is prohibited, employees are required to cooperate even where the Fifth Amendment would protect them in a legal proceeding.118 The Policy specifically states that discipline will not be assessed by criminal legal standards, but rather by the Commissioner’s determination that the “circumstances and evidence warrant” action.119

Other significant changes to the Policy include the institution of a new, impartial special counsel to conduct investigations on behalf of the NFL, which will no longer wait for the disposition of criminal charges to take action under the Policy.120 The special counsel will handle the initial imposition of discipline.121 While the Commissioner retains his authority to hear appeals, he also has discretion to
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appoint an independent expert panel to make recommendations on an appeal. By its terms, the Policy applies to everyone employed by the League, including the Commissioner. Clubs are also encouraged to incorporate the Policy into their relationships with third parties.

The preface to the revised Policy—a principle reiterated frequently by the Commissioner—is that employment by the NFL is a privilege. By contrast, DeMaurice Smith, the head of the NFLPA, has emphasized that “due process for our players is not a privilege; it's a right.” Moreover, from Smith’s perspective: “While the league might be concerned about its brand, the issue of due process and justice for our players is equally if not more important.”

Technically, Mr. Smith is incorrect. The players’ rights in disciplinary procedures are set forth in Article 46 of the 2011 NFL-NFLPA Collective Bargaining Agreement. Those procedures resemble in many ways the traditional due process protections required for criminal matters under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, such as notice, discovery, and testimony of witnesses. What Mr. Smith is objecting to is the absence of a requirement for a neutral party to make disciplinary decisions, and, in particular, to hear appeals of those decisions. That particular aspect of due process has always been resisted by the NFL in collective bargaining negotiations because of the owners’ reluctance to cede the Commissioner’s discretion to take action concerning “any conduct detrimental to the League, its member clubs or employees, or to professional football,” as authorized by the
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NFL Constitution. The Commissioner of the NFL is charged with “protecting the shield,” and the ability to discipline League employees for action potentially damaging to the NFL brand is integral to that duty. Ironically, Mr. Smith and others have alleged that the NFL brand actually has been damaged by the inconsistent imposition of discipline under the previous Personal Conduct Policy.

III. HOW TO BREAK THE STALEMATE: OR, WHAT WOULD DISNEY DO?

Like the NFL and every other professional sports league, the Walt Disney Company’s success is inherently tied to its image as projected by every aspect of its operations, including, most specifically, its employees. When compared to the requirements of the Disney Look, for example, the NFL Personal Code of Conduct requirements seem almost trivial (restrictions upon hair length, style and color versus a prohibition upon violent criminal actions?). Although most professional sports leagues have some minimum player dress code requirements—some of which occasioned more debate


than others\textsuperscript{134}—the essence of Disney’s success internationally has been explained in part by an extensive training program known as “Traditions.”\textsuperscript{135} The program seeks to inculcate a sense of shared business culture in new employees so that they “buy in” to the Disney philosophy.\textsuperscript{136} A concerted effort is made to build connections among employees at all levels, including a universal first-name policy throughout the organization, which, together with the uniforms utilized in various job titles, helps build community.\textsuperscript{137} Moreover, Disney makes it a policy to promote from within, while recognizing employees whose work is exceptional.\textsuperscript{138}

While the NFL’s Rookie Success Program and the rookie trip to the Football Hall of Fame incorporate some aspects of “Traditions,”\textsuperscript{139} clearly more can be done to develop the NFL community, which encompasses not just players, but employees at all levels. Mentoring rookie players is a significant step in the right direction, but there is no guarantee that the mentor is positioned to provide the type of guidance that would help protect the NFL brand. Moreover, it is of the utmost importance that all stakeholders in the NFL community—League and team employees, owners, and players—recognize and appreciate the importance of the NFL shield. The astronomical revenue generated by the NFL is dependent upon the maintenance of that brand.
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